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but the greatest thing about warband was the modding community. we were all big fans of the original diablo and diablo ii, and after warband came out we all wanted to try and make our own games. i was a big fan of wow and i thought that if we got a mod community in warband it would be awesome. so we took a few tools and created a modding interface, modloader, and i compiled the modding api into the warband engine. at that time
modding was very difficult, not to mention almost impossible, because the modding api is a whole bit different to the engine, which was written in the middle of the 90s. i was the only modder at the time, and the modding api was the only way to do it. the key to the warband modding community was the modding api. it gave you the tools to do anything, and it was designed to be a bit like the blizzard mod api for warcraft. so there was a lot
of talk of “what’s in it for us?” and “how can we get paid?”, and everybody hated each other. i think we were all a bit scared to get into it. i remember one time when i was playing warband online and a kid came along in chat and said, “well my friend, if you come up with a better way of doing it i’ll give you 10,000 gold”. and i thought, “wow, this guy wants to pay me 10,000 gold” and i thought, “this is really interesting”, and i thought, “ok,
i’ll give it a go”. the rear of the blade enclosure shall be a solid sheet of such material that it will protect the operator and the saw from the released blade. the rear of the blade enclosure shall be so designed that the blade is not exposed except through the discharge openings. when the blade is in operation the blade will be covered by the rear of the enclosure. when the saw is returned to the back of the table the blade shall drop into the

enclosure and when the saw is moved forward the blade shall move upward and remain in contact with the table or material being cut. the rear of the blade enclosure shall be so designed that it will automatically cover the lower portion of the blade, so that when the saw is returned to the back of the table the blade shall rise on top of the enclosure and when the saw is moved forward the blade shall drop on top of and remain in contact
with the table or material being cut. (d)(2)(i) any material used in constructing the enclosure shall be dimensionally stable. the enclosure shall be so constructed and arranged that it will support the blade and resist displacement and vibration due to its own weight and handling loads.
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